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Abstract: Public understanding of science PUS is a central concept among science
communicators. Public understanding of renewable energy PURE is proposed as an important
sub-concept of PUS. The aim of our paper is to interest and invite renewable energy scientists
to join a PURE research project. Four separate important questions for a PURE research
project can be identified: (A) Is PURE important? (B) Which issues of PURE are the most
important ones, according to renewable energy scientists? (C) What understanding of
renewable energy has the general public today, worldwide? (D) How to achieve PURE?
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1. Introduction and Definitions
Public Understanding of Science is today an established concept. There is even since 1992 a
scientific journal with this name. The concept is usually referred to as PUS. Bauer [1] has
given a 3-fold definition of PUS: (1) "Debunking of superstitions, half-knowledge, complete
and utter ignorance, misunderstanding and mumbo-jumbo, and virulent memes that give rise
to anti-science." (2) PUS is to "improve science literacy, to mobilize favourable attitudes in
support of science and new technology, to increase interest in science among young people
and other segments of society, and to intensify public's engagement with science in general
and for the greater good of society." (3) "PUS considers common sense as an asset" and PUS
research should "chart out the public controversies arising from new developments and in
different regions of the world" exemplified by "the impact of the climate of opinion on
knowledge production."
During the planning of Sweden's first science centre The Futures' Museum, one of the authors
(Broman) gave seven reasons for creating a science centre [2], slightly revised [3]:
(1) Give an insight that science is understandable.
(2) Awaken curiosity.
(3) Give people the courage to experiment.
(4) Facilitate public understanding of science.
(5) Provide preparedness to withstand superstition and pseudoscience.
(6)Amuse and entertain.
(7) Provide aesthetic experiences.
The reasons have been described in some detail in English elsewhere [4]. Reason (4) is in line
with Bauer's definitions (2) and (3), and reason (5) coincides with Bauer's definition (1).
Underlying the statements is the notion that PUS is important, which scientists happily
believe, and we of course agree, but it is not as simple as that. There are e.g. so many different
sciences (which in turn are divided into many disciplines). A rather popular notion is that
"science" is that same as "natural sciences", but that is not the case. Again citing Bauer,
science also "includes engineering and medicine, the social sciences and humanities, old and
new disciplines with clear boundaries, but also ... fuzzy transdisciplinary techno-sciences."
But maybe all different disciplines are not equally important that the public understands?
It is also vital to identify target groups, since some may be more important than other.
Loosely defined target groups frequently mentioned are young people (in the world of science
centres often restricted to the "7-eleven group" of elementary school children), voting adults,
and decision makers. Other interesting groups may include teenagers, refugees, religious
fundamentalists, senior citizens, people living in villages as well as cities, just to name a few.
It is also important to identify groups of science communicators. As an example, The
European Science Communication Network ESCOnet, 2005-8 developed and conducted a
series of workshops on science communication training aimed at young post-doc researchers
[5].
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Since renewable energy is our main interest, the authors have decided to investigate a sub-set
of PUS, namely public understanding of renewable energy PURE. The remainder of this
article attempts to give a starting point of a potential research project on PURE. The main
questions are "is PURE important?" and, if the answer is yes, "how could PURE be achieved,
and which means of achieving PURE are potentially useful?"
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2. On the Importance of Public Understanding of Renewable
Energy
There are several reasons why public understanding of renewable energy might be important.
Four of them are these:
(1) The earth is a lonely planet in a vast space, not as crowded as the impression one gets
from science fiction movies. For humans to move from a destroyed earth to another
hospitable planet is just impossible.
(2) The earth is a planet alive with a dead sister and a dead brother. Venus is too hot for life
due (also) to too much greenhouse gas, while Mars is too cold due (also) to too little
greenhouse gas.
(3) Anthropogenic influence on the world's climate, in particular climate warming due to
release of greenhouse gasses like carbon dioxide CO2 and methane CH4 is generally agreed
upon among [6].
(4) One major source of greenhouse gases is combustion of fossil fuels, which has to be
replaced by increased energy efficiency and large-scale worldwide dissemination of
appropriate technologies for harnessing renewable sources of energy.
A reasonable conclusion is that public understanding of renewable energy is important. An
important task of a research project on PURE would be to identify pros and cons in this
respect. There are also several attendant questions: What do professionals - researchers,
planetarians, teachers - say? How interested is the public - and different target groups - in
renewable energy, and what do they already know? Which disciplines in renewable energy
science are more important than others? A very crucial role exists of common people in the
success of this objective of large scale harnessing of renewable sources of energy, since as
adoption as well as design, developing, manufacturing etc, would require their participation.
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3. How Could Public Understanding of Renewable Energy be
Achieved, and which Means are Potentially Useful?
There are of course several different channels that can be and are used in conveying attitudes
towards and knowledge of renewable energy subjects: Newspapers, TV programs, books,
interactive exhibits in science centres, lessons in the school. Different media certainly attract
different target groups. One of the tasks for the project to find out is of course how science
centres with interactive exhibits can be used for the envisaged purpose i.e. PURE. It is even
not possible to judge all centres the same - it is of course a great difference between large
science centres (like Nehru Science Centre in Bombay, Cité de Science and Technologie in
Paris or Exploratorium in San Francisco) and small ones (like Ekohuset in Strömstad and
Molekylverkstan in Stenungsund; both Sweden).
As has been shown by several authors, among them Franck Pettersen in a master thesis [7], is
that a combination of watching a planetarium show and doing experiments related to the show
is very useful. (Planetariums used to be devoted basically to astronomy using a classical optomechanical star projector. Increasingly, planetariums today concentrate on edutainment shows
with astronomic content, using all-dome video technique. Shows related to climate change
and its solutions would be easily produced using modern planetarium projectors and would fit
nicely under the planetarium dome.) Here are two other voices on interactivity:
Michael Spock, former Director of Boston Children's Museum, borrowed the Chinese
philosopher Confucius' proverb as a motto for the museum: I hear and I forget, I see and I
remember, I do and I understand (cited in [8]).
William Glasser wrote [9]: We learn 10% of what we read, 20% of what we hear, 30% of
what we see, 50% of what we both see and hear, 70% of what is discussed with others, 80%
of what we experience, and 95% of what we teach.
An important component of achieving PURE is likely to be interactivity and hands-on
experience, and useful environments for this are science centres. Some examples of this are
given below; first SERC’s solar energy travelling exhibition 1990 and on, and then several
exhibits in the Teknoland outdoor science centre 2000-2001 [10].

3.1 Travelling Exhibitions
Extramural learning that takes place in a
science center is characterized by hands-on
and interactivity. Indoor exhibitions on
solar energy may be hands-on if artificial
light is utilized. SERC's traveling
exhibition on solar energy was built in

1990 and subsequently shown in many
places in. In the mid-1990ies it was sold to
Grönhögens Energicentrum in southern
Öland, where it is permanently on display.
The photo below was taken there in 2002.
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3.2.1 Yourself a sundial
A sundial, we thought, would be a "must"
in an outdoor science centre that included
solar energy experiments. We wanted
however the sundial to be interactive, and
most designs that we had seen were merely
of the kind where you just watch the
shadow of something cast onto some space
with numbers showing the time of the day.
It took a lot of thinking before the selfevident design struck us: The visitor moves
until the shadow points towards a specific
stone. Then the visitor's place determines
the time of the day.

The exhibition presented both thermal and
photo-voltaic utilization of the sun's
energy, using life-size paintings, actual
artifacts, several cylindrical exhibits with
models, hands-on experiments and a video,
and a cinema where pictures of solar
energy installations from all over the world
were shown. There was a "solar cave"
where visiting children could hide and
draw their own crayon sun, which they
could put on display at a big screen.
When used as a traveling exhibition, it was
a custom to give teachers in-service
training in how to use it with their pupils.

The design is best when the sun isn't too
high in the sky, so the high latitude of
Falun - 60° north - helped making even the
noon shadow in mid-summer long enough.
Due to the geometry of the changing path
of the sun that changes the direction of the
shadow as the months pass, and also
because of the varying equation of time,
the hour stones have to be adjusted every
second week or so if you want the sundial
to be really adequate.
Yourself a sundial
Stand straight on a grey stone so your
shadow points towards the white stone.
What time is it?
Since the sun's path over the sky changes a
little from day to day, the places of the
stones have to be changed from time to
time. (Please don't move any stones
yourself, let Teknoland's personnel do the
adjustments!)

3.2 Teknoland
Interactive solar energy exhibits are - for
natural reasons! - particularly well suited
for out-door science centres like Nehru
Science Park in Bombay, India, Clore
Garden of Science in Rehovot, Israel, and
Teknoland in Falun, Sweden .
Teknoland was open to the public at the
Lugnet National Ski Stadium in Falun
during the summer seasons 2000 and 2001.
In the following, the interactive solar
energy experiments of Teknoland will be
described. Under each photo of an exhibit,
the text of the exhibit label is given within
a frame.
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4 against 1: Two players, white and grey.
You play only on white squares. Place the
four white pieces along one edge. Place the
grey piece at the opposite edge. The
players take turns in moving a place to one
adjacent white square. Grey player begins.
White is only allowed to move ahead,
never back. Grey wins if it manages to pass
behind the white pieces. White wins if
white shuts up grey so it cannot move. (No
piece may jump over another piece.)

3.2.2 The solar heated chess board
The inspiration to this exhibition that
illustrates how different surfaces absorbs
sunlight differently is over two decades
old, when the author paddled a canoe with
a friend among stony outer islands in the
Swedish west coast archipelago of
Bohuslän. At one of the sunlit smooth
cliffs, there was a big sign painted to help
navigators. The sign consisted of a huge
black rectangle surrounded by a wide
white rim. When we stepped bare-foot
from the red unpainted cliff onto the rim, it
was very obvious that this was so much
cooler, and when walking on the blackpainted surface it was really hot.

3.2.3 Solar thermal collectors
During Teknoland's second summer, we let
visitors experience a number of solar
artefacts, including a Czech solar water
heater for camping use and an Indian solar
box cooker. Another useful educational
artifact was a previously described
s(ch)olar collector (Broman and
Gustafsson 1997). Experiments with the
quasi-parabolic solar concentrator (Broman
and Broman 1997) are described below.

The original Teknoland chessboard stones
were made of plastic coated sheet steel
formed to flat square shapes and filled with
concrete. Several of the squares were
however destroyed between the two
seasons, so then we just painted ordinary
concrete squares black and white, and it
worked just as well. To make people walk
on the chessboard we adopted an old game
that takes a minute or two to play (instead
of the long time it takes to finish a game of
chess).

3.2.4 Playhouse with solar electricity
Originally, we had wanted to run several
experiments (like Elvis Ström's Electric
Workshop) on PV (solar electricity), but
economic reasons stopped these ideas. In
the part of Teknoland that we called
Toddlers' Teknoland, we had equipped a
playhouse with a PV-driven radio. It work
(of course) very well when the sun was

The solar heated chess board
Here you can walk around barefoot (and
feel the difference between black and
white squares!) and play 4 against 1.
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shining, but also quite well under a cloudy
sky.

Solar concentrator
Note: This exhibit is dangerous and may
only be handled by Teknoland's staff!
When the sun is visible, rays directly from
it can be concentrated into a small area. A
reflecting parabolic mirror creates almost a
point. A near-parabolic mirror like this one
produces a slightly wider spot. The
concentrated light gives high temperature,
so with a frying pan on that spot it is
possible to fry pancakes or pop popcorn.

Playhouse with solar electricity
In the house there is a radio, which gets the
required electricity from a solar panel on
the roof. Cover the solar panel to quiet the
radio.
Solar panels are also called PV panels
(photovoltaic panels). Today, they are
common where there is no electric grid.
Then batteries are included in the system,
which are charged when the sun shines and
provide current also at night. The
production cost of solar panels is steadily
decreasing because the technology is being
developed. Many predict that this
environmentally benign technology soon
will have a breakthrough also in the very
large scale.

3.2.6 Solar collector surfaces
This experiment is a further development
of one that was included in the traveling
exhibition described above, and like the
concentrator it was built by Orsa Sol. It
included ten palm size pieces of Sunstrip®
with different surfaces (metal, white or
black paint, glazed with black paint, or
selective surface). A bit surprising is the
fact that a white-painted surface is cooler
that a metallic (aluminium) surface; the
reason is that while the surface doesn't
absorb sunlight very well it is a good heat
radiator.

3.2.5 Solar concentrator
This very popular exhibition, built by Orsa
Sol, was for safety reasons only handled by
an exhibition guide, not by the visitors
themselves. It could be used either for
baking pancakes or popping popcorns,
which were subsequently served to the
happy audience. The mirror was large
enough to heat a pan hot enough even
when the sky was hazy.
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Solar collector surfaces
Feel the different surface temperatures!
A black surface absorbs more sunlight than
a white or a metallic. A surface turned
towards the sun than one that is turned
away from the sun. Glazing prevents
radiation from the surface. A painted
surface radiates heat easier than a metal
surface and is therefore cooler.

3.3 Popular Education of Renewable Energy through IASEE and ISREE
International Association of Solar Energy Education IASEE started in December 1989. In
September 1990, IASEE became the International Solar Energy Society ISES Working Group
on education (see e.g. [11]). Also since 1991, IASEE has arranged a series of symposiums,
International Symposium on Renewable Energy Education ISREE, held every or every
second year, sometimes as part of the biennial ISES Solar World Congress. At each
symposium, between 10 and 30 papers were presented. Most papers have dealt with education
in schools and at university level, and certainly school children and university students are
important target groups, but here we will concentrate ourselves on the general public.
One of the 1991 ISREE papers presented was On the Need for Solar Energy Education [12].
In this paper, elementary and secondary school education, vocational training, university
courses, educating decision makers, and educating the general public are treated. An excerpt
from the paper reads (slightly edited):
EDUCATING THE GENERAL PUBLIC
Ordinary people are the ultimate utilizers of energy from the sun and accordingly
need basic knowledge in how to make use of this new technology and be
motivated to use it. A number of ways to educate large populations are readily
available. Some proven examples:
Mass media. This includes newspapers, weekly magazines, radio, and TV. You
address professional journalists, and if you manage to teach them some basic facts,
they will frequently make o good job in popularizing what they have learned.
Exhibitions. We have built both Science Centre exhibitions (1986 and 1990 on
solar measurements for the Futures' Museum in Borlänge, Sweden) and travelling
exhibitions (Alternative Energy 1976, Solar Energy Exhibition 1989 [13]). The
educational value of an exhibition is greatly improved if it provides hands-on
experiences.
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Another kind of exhibition is the trade fair with commercial and institutional
exhibitors. Such fairs can range in size from the one hundred m2 or so of exhibits
that accompany SERC's Solar Energy Days to the multi-acre exhibition of the UN
Conference on New and Renewable Energy Sources of Energy in Nairobi 1981.
Such fairs contain up-to-date technological information for many categories of
visitors and should be made available both to professionals and to the general
public.
Lectures, etc. General admission popular lectures sometimes attract good-size
crowds, especially if arranged as debates or panel discussions, or if a well-known
speaker is featured. Lectures can also be video-taped, and can, with appropriate
solar powered equipment, be shown just about anywhere (see [14]).
Community college courses. These are excellent in giving interested individuals
more-than-basic knowledge. The aim of such courses can even be that every
participant builds his own solar collector (see [15]).
Another paper at ISREE'91 dealt with renewable energy education and training in an Egyptian
village with a programme consisting of public presentations, group discussions, simple solar
kits, children competitions, technical training workshops, exhibits with working models,
working systems, video-training systems, and a communal library [14].
A regional training workshop was held in Libya in December 1990 with the objective of
familiarizing women in developing countries with renewable energy development and
technology; the workshop was presented at ISREE'92 [16].
A community college type of educating people that is popular in Sweden is called study
circles. A typical study circle consists of a circle leader - the teacher - and 5-10 participants.
Especially during the 1990ies, knowledge about solar heating was spread in many locations in
Sweden in this form, where each study group built a solar heating system at one of the
participants' house, using a popular build-yourself solar collector kit; this was presented at
ISREE'93 [15]. A thorough investigation of this kind of education is a case study done by
Henning [17].
The importance of public understanding of renewable energy was dealt with at ISREE'02
[18]. In this paper, a result from SAS [19] was cited:
The study Science and Scientists (SAS) asked ten thousand (10 000) 13-year old
pupils in 21 countries:
"What do you want to learn about?"
"New sources of energy - sun, wind"
was among the 25% least popular answers, and it was much less popular among
girls than among boys.
* Why is it so?
* Should we do something about it?
* If so, how?
* Why is it so?
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Pupils - and adults - are interested in scientific and technological subjects for a
number of reasons:
* Economical reasons
* Usefulness
* Interesting, fun
* Relevant
Renewable energy obviously does not meet these requirements! At ISREE'02, the rhetorical
question Should we do something about it" was answered with a Yes! followed by If so, how?
and a try to answer [18]:
* Visibility of renewable energy is important
* The school is important
* Media are important
* Exhibitions, Science Centres and Science Parks could be used to meet people of all
ages.
Experiences from using science centre exhibits in educating the general public on renewable
energy were presented at ISREE'03 [10].

3.4 Renewable Energy Dissemination at Village Level
A large proportion of the Earth's population is rural, and their quality of life could be
improved at the same time as their impact affection on climate is decreased by introduction of
renewable energy utilization at village level: "Low carbon technology for low-purchasing
power people." This includes a multitude of technologies and education of users is therefore
critically important. A good example is dissemination of family size biogas plants in India - to
date 4 million units and the aim to increase the number of plants to 12 million.
Another example: Electricity for light has quickly become affordable by the development of
low-cost white high-intensity low-energy light emitting diodes (LED). Mobile phones are
spreading rapidly also among rural people in developing countries, and these are effectively
charged using the same small not-so-expensive photovoltaic (PV) modules used for powering
LED lamps.
When educating rural people, it should be understood that many people live below the
poverty line and that illiteracy is common. It is not always easy as the following example may
illustrate [20]. Egyptian authorities wanted in the early 1980ies to implement solar collectors
for water heating in a rural area. The farmers however refused to use them for from their point
of view good reasons. In an earlier campaign in the same area, authorities had tried to
introduce family planning, and the local people suspected that this new technology was just
another attempt to decrease their fertility.
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4. A PURE Research Project Proposal
As obvious from the preceding chapters, we have for several years been interested in public
understanding of renewable energy. We believe however that presently this concept is more
important than ever. An interdisciplinary and international science communication project on
public understanding of renewable energy is proposed with the hub at Strömstad Academy
(www.stromstadakademi.se) in Sweden. It should include both research on the importance of
PURE and on the impact of different methods to achieve PURE including determining which
methods are best adapted for different target groups.
This means that different target groups have to be approached from renewable energy
specialists and energy policy makers to school teachers [21], engineering students [22] and
different kinds of end-users. A variety of methods, such as questionnaire studies, interviews
and focus groups, should be considered.
We have made a start by supervising Science Communication master students and teacher
students at Dalarna University during the last decade. Some of them have written their theses
on the impact of experimenting with renewable energy at science centres on school pupils in
ages 6 to 18. One example is the thesis of Harahsheh [23], indicating a measurable impact on
15-yr. old pupils on their attitude towards renewable energy.
There is however much more that need to be done. A possible start could be a questionnaire
distributed world-wide to a well-defined target group (such as visitors to science centres)
aiming at finding out the present level of public understanding renewable energy. Such a
questionnaire was tried on a group of renewable energy scientists and students in Tunis,
Tunisia 12 November 2012. The questionnaire, the answers, and comments are presented in
Chapter 5.
Furthermore, we would also like to know how renewable energy scientist grade different
topics in PURE. Please contact us if you would like to participate in the PURE project. The
corresponding author's email address is found at the top of the article.
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5. A Test PURE Inquiry Study
While the prime target group for an inquiry study is the general public, also other groups are
of course also of great interest, like school teachers, decision makers, journalists, politicians.
A specific group consists of renewable energy people, and we got a good chance to try a test
version of a PURE questionnaire during the International Workshop: Solar Energy in the
MENA Countries from Multiple Social Science Perspectives in Tunis, Tunisia, 12-14
November 2012, to which one of us (LB) was invited. The Workshop was attended by some
50 university professors, graduate and master students, and administrators in the field of
renewable energy. Participants came from the Middle East and North African countries as
well as from Europe, predominantly from Germany.
A test version of a Public Understanding of Renewable Energy questionnaire was thus
constructed and handed out to the participants one day, and then they were given the results as
feedback during the next day. This first version of a questionnaire contains a few different
kinds of questions: general science, astronomy, energy, and as No. 10 some personal
questions.
Below follows the questionnaire with the number of answers given to all the distractions.
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5.1 PURE Questionnaire with Answers
Circle what you think is the best answer, a, b, or c:
1 What is, in your opinion, the most important task of science?
29 a To help us understand how to handle our earth best.
9 b To help development of technology.
7 c To replace superstition and pseudoscience.
2 Which one of these do you regard as a science?
5 a Creationism.
26 b Evolution.
13 c Intelligent design.
3 Why do we have seasons on Earth?
6 a We are closer to the Sun in the summer than in the winter.
6 b The Sun orbits the Earth and stays up longer and higher in the summer than in the winter.
32 c The Earth turns around its axis, and when the north end of the axis - the North Pole! - is
tilted towards the Sun, countries in the north have summer and in south have winter.
And vice versa!
1 NA
4 The Sun radiates lots of heat and light. But where does the energy come from?
20 a The Sun was created hot and it is gradually cooling down.
12 b Combustion of a fuel, mostly hydrogen.
21 c Fusion energy of the same kind as in a hydrogen bomb.
5 NA
5 What is the most likely cause of the last decades of global warming?
40 a Humans' spreading of greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide.
1 b The Sun has become warmer and brighter lately.
4 c It is due to natural variations - some years are warmer and some are cooler.
6 Which of these is a renewable source of energy?
0 a Natural gas.
45 b Solar energy.
0 c Uranium.
7 What is the best reason for replacing fossil and nuclear fuels with renewable
energy?
12 a Renewable sources of energy are environmentally benign and don’t produce radioactive
waste.
26 b Use of renewable energy does not deplete the earth’s resources.
7 c Use of solar, wind and biofuel leaves the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
unchanged.
8 Which is your favourite reason for not using fossil fuels?
34 a Burning fossil fuels increases the content of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.
10 b In the future, fossil fuels will get scarce and can instead be used as raw material for
plastic.
1 c They are getting more and more expensive, year by year.
15

9 Which is your favourite reason for not using nuclear energy?
1 a Mining and enriching the uranium fuel requires huge amount of fossil fuels.
22 b The enormous amounts of radioactive waste produced by nuclear reactors must be buried
away from life for hundreds of thousands of years.
21 c There is a proven risk that nuclear reactors break down and a core meltdown occurs,
spreading large amount of lethal radioactive substances.
1 NA
10 Personal questions
I am a girl/woman: yes no

I am a boy/man: yes no

My age is

years.

My highest education is a Elementary/Middle school. b High school. c College/University.
Do you think knowledge of renewable energy is important? yes no
Do you or would you like to use renewable energy? yes no
Please use back side of this form for comments on the Questionnaire!
If you want to participate in the PURE Project, write your email address here:

5.2 Comments
It is quite obvious that many of the participants hade rather un-scientific ideas and a limited
understanding of important scientific facts. Not all questions tested knowledge, but instead
asked for views on different matters. Anyway, everybody agreed that solar energy is a
renewable energy, and most that global warming largely is due to human activities.
We invite others to try the questionnaire to other target groups, and would be glad to learn
about the outcome.
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